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The Tracker IV Provides Durability 

A rugged design makes the Tracker IV from Bounty Hunter a top choice for beginners and avid treasure 

hunters. It has the ability to find treasure in extreme conditions from mineralized sites to salty beaches.  

As one of the most user-friendly and efficient choices for the price, the TK4 metal detector provides the 

right tool for most treasure hunters. Don't let the price fool you, it's not some cheap excuse for a metal 

detector. 

Most metal detectors priced under $100 don't provide much more than a little bit of amusement for the 

user. However, with the Tracker IV Bounty Hunter has made it possible to spend less than $100 and get 

the right tool for hours of successful treasure hunting. 

You can check today’s price by clicking here. 

Ease of Use 

The Tracker IV comes with three detection modes to make it very easy to use. The Motion All-Metal 

mode will detect all types of metal, while the Discrimination mode will eliminate unwanted metals from 

the search.  

Bounty Hunter also designed this metal detector with a very lightweight and ergonomic design for 

incredible comfort. The design makes it possible for avid treasure hunters to spend hours in search of 

new items.  

Products Features 

 Preset ground balance to neutralize mineral content in the soil 

 Works in extreme conditions 

 Adjustable Height design 

 Headphone Jack 

 Two-Tone audio feedback 

 Five-Year Limited Warranty 

Value for Money 

Any new or avid treasure hunter will be hard-pressed to find another metal detector packed with so 

many features for less than $100. The TK4 from Bounty Hunter comes with a padded armrest and a 

detector stand to add even more value to the package. 

Pros 



The Tracker IV is the perfect choice for coin shooting, finding jewelry, lost property and other household 

items. It's light weight making it easy for treasure hunters of all ages to use it.  

Since the metal detector is so easy to learn how to use, it's the perfect choice for beginners. The TK4 will 

also help discriminate between different types of metal so new treasure hunters won't feel like they are 

wasting their time. 

Cons 

The Tracker IV from Bounty Hunter doesn't come with a sound control. There is only one level of sound, 

which can be a bit inconvenient. It can also be a bit difficult to pinpoint the targets if they are deeper 

than a few inches.  

Consumer Reviews 

At the time of writing the Gold Digger has 490 customer reviews on Amazon with an average of 4.4 stars 

and you can read them by clicking here. 

Summary 

Most metal detectors in the same price range as the Tracker IV are not worth the cost. However, this 

metal detector from Bounty Hunter provides incredible value perfect for the beginner.  

If you're looking to try out treasure hunting or you have a smaller budget for a metal detector, this one 

will fit perfectly. You may be looking for a higher end device as you fall in love with treasure hunting, but 

as an entry-level metal detector, the Tracker IV provides plenty of value. 

Value and Accuracy from the Sharpshooter II Metal Detector 

The avid treasure hunter will enjoy using the Bounty Hunter SS2 metal detector. With the ability to 

create profit and fun, this metal detector comes packed with necessary features. 

It's now possible to use a metal detector to find all types of metal or to simply find specific metals. The 

Disc Notch mode allows this detector to reject nails and iron, which makes it possible to find more 

precious metals without so many interruptions.  

Another important benefit found from the Ground Trac feature of the Sharpshooter II is the ability to 

automatically gain balance with any soil condition. As one of the most comprehensive metal detectors 

for the cost, you simply can't go wrong with the SS2 from Bounty Hunter. 

You can check today’s price by clicking here. 

Ease of Use 

The easy-to-read LCD makes this one of the most user-friendly metal detectors from Bounty Hunter. 

Users can be up and running in less than five minutes and the touchpad makes it easy to control the 

detector. 



Advanced users will find the features easy to learn once they have gone through the easy-to-understand 

online tutorial. This makes the Sharp Shooter II very easy to learn and allows even a beginner to get the 

most out of this metal detector. 

Product Features 

 Full LCD Readout 

 Lightweight Design 

 Visual Reference of every item found 

 Provides depth readout and target ID 

 Built-in Speaker 

 Headphone Jack 

 Five-Year limited warranty 

Value for Money 

The ability to see the item you've found, such as iron, gold, silver or another metal provides plenty of 

value for the avid collector. No longer do you have to dig for an unwanted item. With the clear LCD 

screen, it's easy to understand what you have discovered before you start digging. 

The lightweight design also adds to the value by allowing avid treasure hunters to hunt longer. Since the 

design doesn't take as much strength to carry, it's possible to hunt for hours. 

Pros 

The online tutorial makes the Sharpshooter II an easy metal detector to learn how to use. Along with the 

tutorial, the lightweight design is also a big plus for older treasure hunters or those with arthritis.  

This metal detector will even work in wet, salty sand, such as at the beach. Many others won't work as 

well with wet sand, but the SS2 performs quite well in these types of conditions. 

Cons 

Not the best choice if you want to find gold specifically. The SS2 works great for silver, but may report 

some gold as other types of coins. 

Consumer Reviews 

At the time of writing the Sharpshooter II has 92 customer reviews on Amazon with an average of 4.3 

stars and you can read them by clicking here. 

Summary 

The Sharpshooter II from Bounty Hunter provides a lightweight, easy-to-use metal detector perfect for 

all ages. Whether as a gift for a youngster or as an everyday tool for the avid treasure hunter, the value 

provided makes the SS2 worth every penny. 



 

The Tracker IV Provides Durability 

A rugged design makes the Tracker IV from Bounty Hunter a top choice for beginners and avid treasure 

hunters. It has the ability to find treasure in extreme conditions from mineralized sites to salty beaches.  

As one of the most user-friendly and efficient choices for the price, the TK4 metal detector provides the 

right tool for most treasure hunters. Don't let the price fool you, it's not some cheap excuse for a metal 

detector. 

Most metal detectors priced under $100 don't provide much more than a little bit of amusement for the 

user. However, with the Tracker IV Bounty Hunter has made it possible to spend less than $100 and get 

the right tool for hours of successful treasure hunting. 

You can check today’s price by clicking here. 

Ease of Use 

The Tracker IV comes with three detection modes to make it very easy to use. The Motion All-Metal 

mode will detect all types of metal, while the Discrimination mode will eliminate unwanted metals from 

the search.  

Bounty Hunter also designed this metal detector with a very lightweight and ergonomic design for 

incredible comfort. The design makes it possible for avid treasure hunters to spend hours in search of 

new items.  

Products Features 

 Preset ground balance to neutralize mineral content in the soil 

 Works in extreme conditions 

 Adjustable Height design 

 Headphone Jack 

 Two-Tone audio feedback 

 Five-Year Limited Warranty 

Value for Money 

Any new or avid treasure hunter will be hard-pressed to find another metal detector packed with so 

many features for less than $100. The TK4 from Bounty Hunter comes with a padded armrest and a 

detector stand to add even more value to the package. 

Pros 

The Tracker IV is the perfect choice for coin shooting, finding jewelry, lost property and other household 

items. It's light weight making it easy for treasure hunters of all ages to use it.  



Since the metal detector is so easy to learn how to use, it's the perfect choice for beginners. The TK4 will 

also help discriminate between different types of metal so new treasure hunters won't feel like they are 

wasting their time. 

Cons 

The Tracker IV from Bounty Hunter doesn't come with a sound control. There is only one level of sound, 

which can be a bit inconvenient. It can also be a bit difficult to pinpoint the targets if they are deeper 

than a few inches.  

Consumer Reviews 

At the time of writing the Gold Digger has 490 customer reviews on Amazon with an average of 4.4 stars 

and you can read them by clicking here. 

Summary 

Most metal detectors in the same price range as the Tracker IV are not worth the cost. However, this 

metal detector from Bounty Hunter provides incredible value perfect for the beginner.  

If you're looking to try out treasure hunting or you have a smaller budget for a metal detector, this one 

will fit perfectly. You may be looking for a higher end device as you fall in love with treasure hunting, but 

as an entry-level metal detector, the Tracker IV provides plenty of value. 

 

Our Full and Detailed Review of VETiONX Dia-IonX for Pet Diabetes 

If your pet has diabetes and you're sick of spending thousands of dollars on insulin, special food, testing 

supplies and veterinary visits, you need a better treatment option. Dia-IonX from VETiONX is a 100% 

natural and highly effective treatment for Pet Diabetes.  

Get Dia-IonX Today and Take Advantage of the Buy 3, Get 2 Free Deal by Clicking Here Now! 

Owning a cat can be very rewarding and when your precious pet starts to feel ill, you want to do 

something about it. However, the vet tells you it's going to cost you tons of cash every single year. What 

do you do? You can't just give up your cat. There's a better and less expensive way to treat feline 

diabetes.  

Dia-IonX provides a number of benefits for your pet and will help to relieve many of the symptoms of 

diabetes. The best part, it's 100% natural and has no negative side effects.  

Benefits Experienced When Using VETiONX Dia-IonX Treatment for Pet Diabetes 

 Safely relieves many of the symptoms of diabetes including fatigue, increased thirst, 

constipation, indigestion, dry mouth, increased appetite and increased urination 



 Support normal blood sugar levels 

 100% safe and natural treatment without any negative side effects 

 Homeopathic pet medicine that can be used with other medication 

 Comes with a 60Day Satisfaction Guarantee 

Treating your beloved pet doesn't have to cost you thousands of dollars. You can use the 100% natural 

Dia-IonX diabetes treatment from VETiONX instead.  

A True Story of Spunky's Treatment with Dia-IonX 

Spunky was 16 years old when her symptoms were first discovered, which included drinking excessive 

amounts of water on a daily basis. Her energy level had decreased and she even struggled to walk 

without falling over. After a little online research, Dia-IonX was discovered.  

Since there was nothing to lose, Spunky received treatment from Dia-IonX and it only took about a week 

for the results to show up. She was back to her normal jumping around and her blood sugar levels 

returned to normal quickly.  

Dia-IonX saved Spunky's life. You can read the full story about Spunky and how this miracle product 

extended her life, by Going Here Now. 

Why Dia-IonX is the Best Treatment for Pet Diabetes 

Dia-IonX can be used for both cats and dogs for the treatment of pet diabetes. It's a 100% natural 

treatment and doesn't include the high cost of insulin for the vet. Just going through the daily process of 

testing blood sugar levels and giving your pet insulin can wear them out. It's rough on both the pet and 

the owner.  

Dia-IonX doesn't require the daily routine of poking your cat to give him/her insulin and drawing blood 

from their ear to test the blood sugar levels. You can easily administer the treatment by adding it to your 

pet's water or you can give it to them directly in their mouth with a pet syringe. The process is very easy 

and you won't have to poke a needle into your precious animal ever again. 

If you've been searching for the answer to your pet's diabetes issue, Dia-IonX from VETiONX is the right 

choice for treatment.  

Now that you know you have a BETTER option for treating pet diabetes, it's time to take action! 

Take advantage of the Buy 3, Get 2 Deal Today or just get one bottle to try. It's backed by a 60-Day 

Satisfaction Guarantee and in most cases starts working with Just One Week! 

Click Here Now and Start Treating your Pet in a Better way with Dia-IonX Today! 

 

A Full Review of 100% Pure Forskolin Coleus 



Losing weight is hard. Finding the right supplements to help you lose weight faster and easier doesn't 

have to be hard. With 100% Pure Forskolin Coleus, you get an all-natural supplement capable of 

increasing your weight loss. If you're looking for a faster and better way to lose weight, this may be the 

answer. 

Order Your 100% Pure Forskolin Coleus Today at Amazon.com by Clicking Here Now! 

Some have called Forskolin Coleus a "Miracle Flower to Fight Fat." This natural supplement aids with 

weight loss by boosting your metabolism and breaking down fat. As your body's metabolism increases, 

you will burn more calories with less effort. This, combined with the ability to break down fat easier, will 

help you lose those stubborn pounds much faster.  

Forskolin Coleus has been featured on many health shows and has become a favorite of many doctors. 

Studies have shown that both men and women lose more weight with diet, exercise and Forskolin than 

with just diet and exercise. Some have even seen double the weight loss in the same amount of time. 

Features of the 100% Pure Forskolin Coleus Supplement 

 An all-natural weight loss supplement made from the roots of an herbal plant 

 Helps to boost metabolism, reduce fatty acids and bread down excess fat 

 Contains 20% Forskolin 

 Made in the USA 

 Manufactured in a GMP certified and FDA registered facility 

If you have a goal of losing weight, Forskolin Coleus may just be the answer. This herbal plant comes 

from the mint family and has been used for years to help people lose weight fast. 

What are Others Saying about Pure Forskolin Coleus? 

This is a bit of a new product, so there are only 16 reviews on Amazon currently. However, ALL 16 

reviewers gave 100% Pure Forskolin Coleus a five-star rating. Many stated they lost as much as 5 pounds 

in the first week, while others said the product worked better than advertised. Overall, the reviews are 

very positive and many have increased their weight loss by adding Forskolin Coleus to their daily 

supplements. 

Pairing Forskolin Coleus with Pure Garcinia Cambogia Extract 

Many buyers on Amazon paired the 100% Forskolin Coleus Supplement with the Pure Garcinia Cambogia 

Extract supplement. When taken together, it's possible to maximize your weight loss. Garcinia Cambogia 

fills in the blanks left by Forskolin because it's a natural appetite suppressant and helps to block the 

conversion of carbohydrates into fat within the body. This is a very powerful combination for quick 

weight loss! 

Final Thoughts About 100% Forskolin Coleus 



Losing weight just got much easier with this all natural supplement. Taking Forskolin Coleus will not only 

help you lose weight, but can also boost your energy level. If you're looking to drop 10, 20, 30 or even 50 

pounds, this is the right weight loss supplement for you. 

Now that you have discovered the features of 100% Pure Forskolin Coleus, I am going to make your day! 

You can get 100% Pure Forskolin Coleus for a discount through the Amazon.com link below: 

CLICK HERE TO GET Forskolin Coleus Today! 

  

IP Vanish Review 

When you need a tier-1 VPN service, IPVanish is the right choice as the only one you will find in the 

world. They deliver the top speeds, the best connections and provide the most competitive pricing. 

With more than 25,00 IPs, in more than 6 countries, more than 165 severs, IPVanish gives you the ability 

to surf blocked website from anywhere with full anonymity. 

What will IPVanish Allow you to Do? 

IPVanish provides you to with the ability to many things without getting hacked or worrying about your 

privacy. You will be able to stop ISPs from spying on you and killing your speed, along with so much 

more. Some of the things you can use IPVanish for include: 

 Watch Netflix 

 Watch Hulu 

 Watch Sports and News from Anywhere in the World 

 Keep from Getting Hacked when using public Wi-Fi 

 Remain Private while browsing the internet 

 And More! 

With the secure environment provided by IPVanish, you can use the internet every day without worry. 

After establishing a VPN connection, you won't have to worry about hackers getting emails, passwords 

or anything else. It will all pass through an encrypted tunnel giving you full protection. 

Where are the VPS Servers Located? 

IPVanish has more than 165 servers all across the world. Whether you want to use a server in the United 

States or in Europe, you can find one on the VPN Network provided by IPVanish. Server locations 

include: 

 Europe (80) 

 North America (52) 

 Asia (24) 



 Central/South America (6) 

 Oceania (4) 

 Africa (4) 

With servers in more than 60 countries, you gain access to over 25,000 IP addresses and the network is 

always growing. This allows even those not in the most popular western countries to use IPVanish with a 

server near them. 

No Longer Just for Online Pirates 

A few years ago, the only people really looking for VPN service were those trying to hide illegal online 

practices. These people are known as online pirates. However, many other people are looking for this 

type of service to help protect personal information and gain more security.  

With IPVanish, you can easily protect your privacy, gain anonymity and surf without worry. Whether you 

just want to keep everyday things private or you have a specific need for a more secure internet 

connection, IPVanish will help give you just what you need. 

How Much does it Cost? 

IPVanish is quite affordable with plans as low as $6.49 per month. You can try it out for just $10 per 

month by paying for one month at a time or you can get the largest discount of 46% with a one-year 

package for $77.99. 

Regardless of the package you choose, you will gain access to super-fast connections with 100% online 

security. IPVanish provides the best VPN network and the software you need comes with every package, 

free of charge.  

Each package comes with a seven-day money back guarantee. This means you can try out the 

connection speed and all of the other features of the fastest VPS in the world before you commit to a 

full month or year.  

If you're looking for the best VPN in the world, IPVanish is the right choice for you. With plans at less 

than $7 per month, you can finally gain access to the internet without worrying about who's spying on 

you or what information may be available for hackers to steal from you. 

 

 

 


